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Widely respected in Russia and praised by figures such
as Shostakovich and Mstislav Rostropovich, Boris
Tchaikovsky amassed a formidable body of works,
including four symphonies, four instrumental concertos,
six string quartets, a variety of chamber and orchestral
music for various ensembles, piano and vocal music,
and an abundance of music for the cinema. 

Tchaikovsky received his musical training at the
Moscow Conservatory in the years following World
War II. He received his diploma in 1949, having studied
with the leading instrumental composers of the time,
Shostakovich, Nikolay Myaskovsky, and Vissarion
Shebalin, bravely refusing to take part in the official
condemnation of the much-abused Shostakovich.
Tchaikovsky’s works from the 1940s and 1950s already
display a pronounced gift for melody; his earliest
compositions reflect an individual style. 

The cultural thaw of the 1960s opened many doors
for Soviet composers in an emerging freer creative
environment. While some composers were drawn to
avant-garde trends developed in the West, Tchaikovsky,
quite independently, began to explore a bolder musical
language of his own. Yet the lyricism that lies at the
base of his musical thinking was undergoing profound
metamorphosis. A fresh approach to composition was
evolving whereby thematic development takes place as
a kind of “mosaic” of accentuated, declamatory
utterances. The striking rigidity of these utterances, a
Tchaikovsky hallmark, and their strong rhythmic
characteristics are related to similar aspects found in
Russian folk-music. They somehow impart to his music
a distinctly Russian sound while completely avoiding
any traces of an overt folk influence. A corresponding
increase in the level of dissonance and the use of bolder
orchestral colours are also to be noted. What in fact
Tchaikovsky had created was a highly personal,
thoroughly up-to-date musical language capable, as will
be apparent, of an astonishingly wide range of
expression. Tchaikovsky’s new style opened up a world
of formal exploration and expressivity, mostly in the

realm of abstract instrumental music. Technical
challenges of one sort or another fascinated him and led
to an ever-fresh source of inspiration. The works on the
present disc offer a varied cross-section of his work. 

In the Piano Concerto rhythm is used as the
springboard from which all musical ideas and their
manner of development derive. In the outer movements,
rhythm also forms the principal structuring device. Each
of the concerto’s ideas or ‘rhythmotifs’ derives its
identity from one or more, often short, strongly accented
patterns. These ideas are treated lyrically and not
without a significant bravura element that displays
Tchaikovsky’s mastery of the instrument. The first
movement is a lively toccata that is dominated by a
single, monolithic rhythmic idea: a tenacious ostinato of
throbbing eighth notes (quavers), grouped eight to a bar,
that are hammered out incessantly. In contrast, the
second movement is both tender and sublime. The
husky tones of the solo double bass introduce a gently
swaying idea that provides a foil for the main theme
stated on the piano. The movement is cast in ABAB
form where the B sections feature a theme based on an
inverted version of the mordent figure found in the A
sections. The music returns to the soft strains of the
initial ‘A’ material, but now the piano line is ever so
sweetly adorned by the violins, which sing in the
uppermost registers the theme originally given to the
solo double bass. A momentary pause marks the return
of the inverted theme (the final B section) where the
piano, in spare single-notes, continues to render the
exquisitely sensitive lyricism as it climbs to higher and
higher registers, eventually vanishing magically off the
upper end of the keyboard. In the third movement
Tchaikovsky delivers a compact sonata form in a
framework of uniformly paced accents. The first theme
is presented at the outset in a lively galumphing rhythm
on the piano. The second theme, pensively undulating in
a stepwise fashion, is heard on piano and strings and is
adorned by rapid oscillations of a perfect fourth,
punctuated by a two-note tattoo on the bass drum. At the
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climax all the ideas – galumphing theme, undulating
theme, tattoo, perfect fourth – rally together in a
texturally transparent, splendid moment of synthesis.
The fourth movement, an exuberant rondo, is built from
three themes of vividly contrasting rhythms: a skipping
theme heard at the outset on French horn, then piano; a
syncopated theme introduced and most often heard on
French horn; and chasing immediately after it and at
times overlapping it, another piano-dominated theme
that pays playful homage to Baroque polyphony. The
skipping theme and the ‘Baroque’ theme each receive
extended pianistic treatment in their subsequent
reappearances in the movement. The first theme is at
times reduced to pure skeletal rhythm – in one passage,
to a set of lively exchanges between snare drum and bass
drum. The fifth and final movement is based on a short
idea with a limping gait that is taken through its paces
with a wealth of lyrical possibilities. Like the opening
movement, its “monorhythmic” construction offers yet
another example of Tchaikovsky’s remarkable ability to
take the simplest rhythmic formula and from it build a
dramatic arc of rich and ingratiating emotion. 

Cast in three movements, the modest proportions of
Tchaikovsky’s Clarinet Concerto not only cover
colourful ground but offer plenty of virtuosic opportunity
for the soloist. Its melodic style, light scoring (for solo
clarinet, strings, three trumpets and timpani) and the
symmetries imposed by its sectional repeats establish its
affinities with eighteenth-century Baroque and Classical
models. From the opening bars of the Moderato the
clarinet sings straight from the heart. Its graceful melody
floats above a relaxed pattern of quarter notes (crotchets)
in the strings in steadily measured triple time. In the
short second movement, Vivace, melodic boundaries are
again shunned as the clarinet alternates with the strings
in weaving a rousing wall-to-wall ribbon of sixteenth
notes (semiquavers) with syncopated accompaniment.
This leads to the final Allegro whose main theme,
introduced by the clarinet, is built out of leaping intervals
(rising and falling thirds, descending sixths and
sevenths) that contrast with the scalewise material that
surrounds it. The improvisatory interplay of these ideas
gives this final rondo a rather jazzy character. 

Perhaps the most important vocal work by
Tchaikovsky is the cantata Signs of the Zodiac. Scored
for solo soprano, strings and harpsichord, it is a deeply
expressive setting that finds Tchaikovsky at the height
of his lyrical powers. The work takes one verse each
from four poets who collectively span two centuries of
Russian literature. The poems embrace the common
themes of human mortality, eternity, and regeneration
and represent a wide variety of literary styles and frames
of reference. They take us from the lyric, philosophical
verses of Fyodor Tyutchev (1803 - 1873), to those of the
Symbolist Alexander Blok (1880-1921) to the more
modern styles of Marina Tsvetaeva (1892-1941) and
most recently, Nikolay Zabolotsky (1903-1958). The
order of the verses in the cantata preserves this historical
time line. In doing so, a link of human experience
through the ages is established, as is a sense of timeless
continuity of past, present and future, rather like the
constellations of stars in the zodiac itself.

The instrumental Prelude that opens the work draws
upon all the musical material that will appear in the
following songs. The ideas flow into each other,
fantasia-like, in the same order as they will appear in the
four settings, an arrangement that sustains the cantata’s
overall organization of themes and emotional states.
When the ideas do reappear in the songs it also
reinforces the cyclic timelessness of the cantata’s
subject matter. The Prelude displays string writing of
spare texture and extraordinary finesse. Ruminative yet
full of expressive energy, its moment-by-moment
reactivity and rhythmic resilience anticipate the
elaborate word-painting that will follow in the songs.
The beautifully inspired lyricism in the vocal line that
follows, the scrupulously detailed accompaniment, and
not least the sheer economy of means, are surely the
traits of a masterpiece. 

The first setting features Tyutchev’s poem Silence,
which describes with heart-rending imagery the
inescapable silence that dwells within the human soul.
The vocal line is dark and strongly expressive, rising
and falling stepwise toward potent cadences at the end
of the poem’s three stanzas. The word ‘molchi’ (silence)
returns as the final word of each stanza, and with it, the
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Kandidat bylykh stoletiy,
Polkovodets novykh let,
Razum moy! Urodtsy eti –
Tol’ko vymysel i bred.
Tol’ko vymysel, mechtan’e,
Sonnoy mysli kolykhan’e,
Bezuteshnoe stradan’e, -
To, chego na svete net.

Vysoka zemli obitel’.
Pozdno, pozdno. Spat’ pora!
Razum, bednyy moy voitel’,
Ty zasnul by do utra.
Chto somnen’ya? Chto trevogi?
Den’ proshyol, i my s toboy –
Poluzveri, polubogi –
Zasypaem na poroge
Novoy zhizni molodoy.

Kolotushka tuk-tuk-tuk,
Spit zhivotnoe Pauk.
Spit Korova, Mukha spit,
Nad zemlyoy luna visit.
Nad zemlyoy bol’shaya ploshka
Oprokinutoy vody.
Spit rastenie Kartoshka.
Zasypay skorey i ty!

You graduate of ages gone,
You strategist of years coming, 
O my Mind! These poor freaks
Are but fiction, are just rave.
They are fiction, they are muse,
Jerking of my sleepy thought,
Disconsolate suffering,
Non-existent things, a nought.

The earth’s abode is tall and lofty.
Too late, too late. Time to bed!
Mind, O my poor warrior,
You’d better nap till the morning.
What is doubt? And what is worry?
The day’s gone, and you and me,
Half-beasts and half-gods, 
Are falling asleep at the verge 
Of young, new life. 

The rattle’s going tap, tap, tap,
A beast called Spider is asleep,
Cow’s asleep, and Fly is, too.
The Moon is hanging above the Earth.
A big pan of topsy-turned 
Water’s hanging above the Earth.
A plant called Potato’s sleeping.
Come, let you sleep too!

Texts and translations are reproduced 
by permission of The Boris Tchaikovsky Society

These recordings were organised by The Boris Tchaikovsky Society (Russia) and made possible through:

• Generous support from Haden Freeman Ltd, UK 
• A grant from The Russian Performing Arts Foundation (“Fond Russkoe Ispolnitelskoe Iskusstvo”)

• Donations, including private donations from the Influenza Branch, 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Atlanta, GA, USA);

The Boris Tchaikovsky Society acknowledges with thanks Nigel Hirst (Manchester), 
Kyrill Ershov (Saratov), Yuri Serov (St.Petersburg), the Tchaikovsky Grand Symphony Orchestra

(Moscow), and the Society’s members in Switzerland and Russia for their kind support and assistance. 
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soprano’s haunting cadence invariably falls on the pitch
G#, giving the sense each time of returning to an
enduring and eternal truth. The verses of the next song,
Far Out, by Blok, contemplate the “far out, up there”
sounds of the living as one would imagine hearing them
from beneath the coffin-lid, which is ironically
described as “our safeguard against the tortures of
loving and living”. The melody rocks back and forth
between several intervals with richly detailed major-
minor inflections in the accompaniment, embracing the
bittersweet ambiguities of Blok’s verse. Tsvetaeva’s
Cross of Four Roads forms the expressive nucleus of
the cantata as the poet, with deep pathos, ponders her
own demise. The vocal line begins delicately and builds
to an intense passage of penetrating beauty. Note the
extraordinary finesse on the part of the strings whose
broken phrases alternate between pizzicato and arco in

the first two verses; and which then throb back and forth
between groups of three and five in the passionate next-
to-last verse that exhorts “You wild grass from pate to
toe/ Cover me.” The final poem, Signs of the Zodiac,
presents a vision of time’s endless cycle and, within it,
life’s brief passing. Tchaikovsky captures the fairytale-
like quality of these classic Zabolotsky lines with a
main theme of disarming simplicity based on the notes
of the G major triad. But there is a dark side to these
verses that Tchaikovsky also acknowledges, however
obliquely. The music at one point takes a brief detour
into G minor, and in the last two verses, it slows down
to a sobering, sinister, pace, casting an enigmatic spell
as the cantata concludes with a foreboding invitation to
all: Come, let you sleep, too! 

Louis Blois

The Boris Tchaikovsky Society, a public non-profit organization, was founded in Moscow
in late 2002 and registered in 2003. Among the founders and members of the Society are
composers, including pupils of Boris Tchaikovsky’s, musicologists and musical enthusiasts.
The composer’s widow, Yanina-Irena Iossifovna Moshinskaya, is also the founder of the
Society. The honorary members of the Society include Rudolf Barshai, Victor Pikaizen,
Vladimir Fedoseyev, Edward Serov, and Karen Khachaturian. The Society is open to foreign
members and boasts a number of members from Brazil, France, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Switzerland, the U.S.A., and Great Britain. Among the Society’s goals are the study of
Tchaikovsky’s legacy, the dissemination of his music and the support of events connected
with his music. The Society has assisted in issues of several CDs on different labels,
including world première recordings, and in the preparation of a Chamber Music Festival
devoted to the music of Boris Tchaikovsky (the first in the world) in De Rode Pomp Hall,
Ghent (Belgium, 2004), the performance of his Cello Concerto in Paris (2004), and other
events. The Society welcomes everyone who admires the music of this great Russian
composer. It will be delighted to answer any inquiries and to send scores. www.bt_ms.da.ru

Timur Mynbaev

Timur Karimovich Mynbaev has been the principal conductor and artistic director of the Russian Academy of
Music Chamber Orchestra since 2000, and the principal conductor of the Russian Academy of Music Symphony
Orchestra since 1997. He was born in 1943, and graduated from the Leningrad Conservatory. He triumphed in the
1976 USSR Conductors’ Competition and in 1990 in the International Conductors’ Competition, and has been
declared an Honoured Artist of Kazakhstan. He has conducted at the Bolshoy and Kirov (Marïinsky) Theatres, and
has performed with many orchestras, including the USSR State Symphony Orchestra, Moscow Radio Symphony,
Volgograd Symphony, Moscow Philharmonic, and Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Riga and Vilnius
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# Znaki Zodiaka
Nikolai Zabolotsky (1903-58)

Merknut znaki Zodiaka
Nad prostorami poley,
Spit zhivotnoe Sobaka
Dremlet ptitsa Vorobey.
Tolstozadye rusalki
Uletayut pryamo v nebo,
Ruki krepkie, kak palki,
Grudi kruglye, kak repa.
Ved’ma, sev na treugol’nik,
Prevraschaetsya v dymok.
S leshachikhami pokoynik
Stroyno plyashet kekuok.
Vsled za nimi blednym khorom
Lovyat mukhu kolduny,
I stoit nad kosogorom 
Nepodvizhnyy lik luny.

Merknut znaki Zodiaka 
Nad postroykami sela,
Spit zhivotnoe Sobaka,
Dremlet ryba Kambala.
Kolotushka tuk-tuk-tuk,
Spit zhivotnoe Pauk,
Spit Korova, Mukha spit,
Nad zemlyoy luna visit.
Nad zemlyoy bol’shaya ploshka
Oprokinutoy vody.
Leshiy vytaschil brevyoshko 
Iz mokhnatoy borody.
Iz-za oblaka sirena
Nozhku vystavila vniz,
Lyudoed u dzhentl’mena
Neprilichnoe otgryz.
Vsyo smeshalos’ v obschem tantse,
I letyat vo vse kontsy
Gamadrily i britantsy,
Ved’my, blokhi, mertvetsy.

Signs of the Zodiac
Nikolai Zabolotsky

The Zodiac signs fade away
Above the vast field tracts,
A beast called Dog is sleeping, 
A bird called Sparrow is dozing. 
Fat-bottomed mermaids
Are flying up right into the sky,
With arms strong as clubs
And breasts round as turnips.
A witch has saddled a triangle
And is turning into smoke.
A dead man’s dancing cake-walk
With she-goblins, spruce as hell.
Way off, wizards in a pale chorus 
Are trying to catch a fly,
And the Moon’s motionless face 
Stands up above the hillside. 

The Zodiac signs fade away
Above the structures of the village,
A beast called Dog is sleeping,
A fish called Sole is dozing. 
The rattle’s going tap, tap, tap.
A beast called Spider is sleeping,
Cow’s sleeping, and Fly too.
The Moon is hanging above the Earth.
A big pan of topsy-turned 
Water’s hanging above the Earth.
Look, a goblin’s pulled a log 
Out of its shaggy beard.
A siren is stretching her pretty leg 
Out from behind a cloud,
A cannibal gnawed off a privy 
Part of a gentleman.
All are mixed in a common dance,
And are rushing in all directions:
Hamadryads and the Brits,
Witches, fleas, and dead men.
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Philharmonic Orchestras. He has toured in Finland, Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Germany, Poland, Yugoslavia, and
Bulgaria, participated in international festivals, including the Helsinki Summer, Spring in Lugano, and Moscow Autumn.
His many recordings include performances of works of Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Mahler, Webern, Glinka,
Tchaikovsky, Scriabin, Stravinsky and Shostakovich, as well as the contemporary composers Gubaidulina, Part, Denisov,
Slonimsky, Silvestrov, Volkonsky and Xenakis. Timur Mynbaev is a remarkable composer. Among his works are the ballet
Fresco, two symphonies, an opera, and numerous symphonic, chamber and choral works. He is also the author of a number
of musicological publications and is a Professor of the Russian Academy of Music (the Gnesin Academy) in Moscow. 

Olga Solovieva

Olga Solovieva was born in Moscow. She graduated from the Gnesin Academy and took a post-graduate course in the same
Academy as an assistant to Professor Leonid Blok. In 1999 she was a prize-winner of the Second Taneyev Chamber Music
Competition. In 2000 she was awarded an Honour Certificate as a finalist of the XXth International Chamber Music
Competition in Trapani. At the XIIth International Tchaikovsky Competition (Moscow, 2002) she won a special prize and
was awarded the special diploma as Best Accompanist. Her début CD album with world première recordings of Boris
Tchaikovsky’s piano music was issued by Albany Records (USA) in 2005.

Anton Prischepa

Anton Prischepa was born in 1983 in Moscow. He started to study the clarinet at the age of eight at the Gnesin Music
School. At the same time he started to study composition with the composer Vladimir Dovgan, himself a pupil of Boris
Tchaikovsky. In 2001 he entered the Gnesin Academy in the clarinet class of Nikolay Volkov and in the composition class
of Professor Kyrill Volkov. He is the laureate of several young performers’ competitions, such as Classical Legacy
(Moscow, 1993), Classical Chamber Ensemble (Moscow, 1996), Siberian Musical Assemblies (Novosibirsk, 2002). He has
appeared as a soloist and in chamber music in Russia, Spain, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Japan.
As a composer, Prischepa is the author of chamber and vocal works that have been performed in Russia and in European
countries. He was the winner of the second and third young composers’ competitions “Crystal Tuning Fork”, and he took
first prize at the First International Scriabin Composer’s Competition.

Yana Ivanilova

Yana Ivanilova was born in Moscow. She received her Master’s level degree in voice at the Gnesin Academy as a pupil of
Valentina Levko, and her doctorate at the Moscow Conservatory under Nina Dorliak-Richter. She also studied with
Ingeborg Wamser in Vienna and with Marie Daveluy in Montreal, and performance practice with the conductor and vocal
coach Peter Berne in Austria. In 1998 she took the second prize at Schneider–Trnavsky International Vocal Competition.
She has appeared in world premières of two operas, Baltazaro Galuppi’s Re pastore in Italy and Sarti’s Eneo nel Lazio in
Russia. She performed major rôles as a soloist with the Moscow Municipal Theatre “New Opera”. In addition to her career
as an opera singer, she is an avid concert and recital artist. She has given performances at such venues as Victoria Hall in
Geneva and Westminster Cathedral in London, and toured with leading companies throughout Europe. She has sung under
such conductors as Kent Nagano, Evgeni Svetlanov, Vladimir Fedoseyev, Mikhail Pletnev, Richard Bonynge, Stuart
Bedford, Alexander Vedernikov, René Clemencic, Pavel Kogan, Vladimir Spivakov, Sergei Stadler, and Alexander Rudin.
She has made numerous recordings of solo programmes for radio stations as well as commercial recordings, including
Silvestrov’s Stufen with the pianist Alexei Lubimov, and Music at the Court of St Petersburg with the Orpharion Ensemble.
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Khorosho, chto v dremotnye zvuki
Ne vstupayut vostorg i toska,
Chto ot muki lyubvi i razluki
Upasla grobovaya doska.

Toropit’sya ne nado, uyutno;
Zdes’, pozhaluy, nadumaem my,
Chto pod zhizn’yu besputnoy i putnoy
Razumeli lyudskie umy.

@ U chetyryokh dorog
Marina Tsvetaeva (1892-1941)

Veselis’….
Veselis’, dusha….
Veselis’, dusha, pey i esh’!
A nastanet srok – 
Polozhite menya promezh
Chetyryokh dorog.

Tam, gde vo pole vo pustom
Voron’yo, da volk,
Stanovis’ nado mnoy krestom,
Razdorozhnyy stolb.

Ne churalasya ya v nochi
Okayannykh mest.
Vysoko nado mnoy torchi,
Bezymyannyy krest.

Ne odin iz vas, drugi, byl mnoy
I syt i p’yan.
S golovoyu menya ukroy,
Polevoy bur’yan.

Ne zapalivayte svechu
Vo tserkovnoy mgle.
Vechnoy pamyati ne khochu
Na rodnoy zemle!

It’s so fine that the dozy sounds 
Bear no trace of delight or despair,
That the coffin-lid is our safeguard
Against tortures of loving and leaving.

It’s so cozy here, we never hurry;
And some day we may try and guess 
The idea of unworthy and worthy life
As maintained by the wits of the quick.

Cross O’ Four Roads
Marina Tsvetaeva

Take it easy….
Take it easy my soul…
Take it easy my soul, eat and drink!
And when my time comes, 
Bury me at the cross
O’ four roads.

Out there in the open field,
Where just ravens and wolves can be seen.
Roadpost, you’ll be the cross
On the top of my grave.

Why, I never avoided 
Any bad place in the night.
You nameless cross, 
Rise above me so high.

Quite a few of you friends
Were fed and drunk with me.
You wild grass, from pate to toe
Cover me.

Don’t light a candle
In the church gloom.
Don’t want your eternal memory 
In my homeland!

8.557727 6

Znaki Zodiaka

0 Silentium! (Molchanie!)
Fyodor Tyutchev (1803-73)

Molchi, skryvaysya i tai
I chuvstva i mechty svoi –
Puskay v dushevnoy glubine
I vskhodyat i zaydut one,
Kak zvezdy yasnye v nochi -
Lyubuysya imi – i molchi.

Kak serdtsu vyskazat’ sebya?
Drugomu kak ponyat’ tebya?
Poymyot li on, chem ty zhivyosh’?
Mysl’ izrechennaya est’ lozh’.
Vzryvaya, vozmutish’ klyuchi, -
Pitaysya imi – i molchi.

Lish’ zhit’ v sebe samom umey –
Est’ tselyy mir v dushe tvoey
Tainstvenno-volshebnykh dum;
Ikh zaglushit naruzhnyy shum,
Dnevnye oslepyat luchi, -
Vnimay ikh pen’yu – i molchi!..

! Tam, daleko
Alexander Blok (1880-1921)

Pokhoronyat, zaroyut gluboko,
Bednyy kholmik travoy porastyot,
I uslyshim: dalyoko, vysoko
Na zemle gde-to dozhdik idyot.

Ni o chyom uzh my bol’she ne sprosim,
Probudyas’ ot lenivogo sna.
Znaem: esli ne gromko – tam osen’,
Esli burno – tam, znachit vesna.

The Signs of the Zodiac
(translated from Russian by Sergey Suslov)

Silentium! (Silence!)
Fyodor Tyutchev

Be silent, keep away, and hide
Your feelings and your dreams –
Let them rise, and let them set 
In the depth of your soul, 
Like serene stars in the night – 
Admire them in silence.

How can your heart speak out?
And how can others understand?
And will others see your life’s light?
A thought when uttered is a lie.
You’ll stir up springs by digging deep – 
Imbibe them in silence.

Know how to live inside yourself –
For there’s a world within your soul
Of secret and of magic thoughts,
Any outer noise will drown them,
Any day’s beams will blind them – 
Hark to their singing in silence!…

Far Out
Alexander Blok

We’ll be buried deep in the earth,
Grass will grow on our poor mound,
And we’ll hear little sounds of rain
Far out, up there, somewhere on the earth. 

We’ll not ask any more questions,
When we wake up from our lazy sleep,
For we know that low sounds mean autumn, 
And vigorous sounds mean spring. 
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In the church gloom.
Don’t want your eternal memory 
In my homeland!
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Znaki Zodiaka

0 Silentium! (Molchanie!)
Fyodor Tyutchev (1803-73)

Molchi, skryvaysya i tai
I chuvstva i mechty svoi –
Puskay v dushevnoy glubine
I vskhodyat i zaydut one,
Kak zvezdy yasnye v nochi -
Lyubuysya imi – i molchi.

Kak serdtsu vyskazat’ sebya?
Drugomu kak ponyat’ tebya?
Poymyot li on, chem ty zhivyosh’?
Mysl’ izrechennaya est’ lozh’.
Vzryvaya, vozmutish’ klyuchi, -
Pitaysya imi – i molchi.

Lish’ zhit’ v sebe samom umey –
Est’ tselyy mir v dushe tvoey
Tainstvenno-volshebnykh dum;
Ikh zaglushit naruzhnyy shum,
Dnevnye oslepyat luchi, -
Vnimay ikh pen’yu – i molchi!..

! Tam, daleko
Alexander Blok (1880-1921)

Pokhoronyat, zaroyut gluboko,
Bednyy kholmik travoy porastyot,
I uslyshim: dalyoko, vysoko
Na zemle gde-to dozhdik idyot.

Ni o chyom uzh my bol’she ne sprosim,
Probudyas’ ot lenivogo sna.
Znaem: esli ne gromko – tam osen’,
Esli burno – tam, znachit vesna.

The Signs of the Zodiac
(translated from Russian by Sergey Suslov)

Silentium! (Silence!)
Fyodor Tyutchev

Be silent, keep away, and hide
Your feelings and your dreams –
Let them rise, and let them set 
In the depth of your soul, 
Like serene stars in the night – 
Admire them in silence.

How can your heart speak out?
And how can others understand?
And will others see your life’s light?
A thought when uttered is a lie.
You’ll stir up springs by digging deep – 
Imbibe them in silence.

Know how to live inside yourself –
For there’s a world within your soul
Of secret and of magic thoughts,
Any outer noise will drown them,
Any day’s beams will blind them – 
Hark to their singing in silence!…

Far Out
Alexander Blok

We’ll be buried deep in the earth,
Grass will grow on our poor mound,
And we’ll hear little sounds of rain
Far out, up there, somewhere on the earth. 

We’ll not ask any more questions,
When we wake up from our lazy sleep,
For we know that low sounds mean autumn, 
And vigorous sounds mean spring. 
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# Znaki Zodiaka
Nikolai Zabolotsky (1903-58)

Merknut znaki Zodiaka
Nad prostorami poley,
Spit zhivotnoe Sobaka
Dremlet ptitsa Vorobey.
Tolstozadye rusalki
Uletayut pryamo v nebo,
Ruki krepkie, kak palki,
Grudi kruglye, kak repa.
Ved’ma, sev na treugol’nik,
Prevraschaetsya v dymok.
S leshachikhami pokoynik
Stroyno plyashet kekuok.
Vsled za nimi blednym khorom
Lovyat mukhu kolduny,
I stoit nad kosogorom 
Nepodvizhnyy lik luny.

Merknut znaki Zodiaka 
Nad postroykami sela,
Spit zhivotnoe Sobaka,
Dremlet ryba Kambala.
Kolotushka tuk-tuk-tuk,
Spit zhivotnoe Pauk,
Spit Korova, Mukha spit,
Nad zemlyoy luna visit.
Nad zemlyoy bol’shaya ploshka
Oprokinutoy vody.
Leshiy vytaschil brevyoshko 
Iz mokhnatoy borody.
Iz-za oblaka sirena
Nozhku vystavila vniz,
Lyudoed u dzhentl’mena
Neprilichnoe otgryz.
Vsyo smeshalos’ v obschem tantse,
I letyat vo vse kontsy
Gamadrily i britantsy,
Ved’my, blokhi, mertvetsy.

Signs of the Zodiac
Nikolai Zabolotsky

The Zodiac signs fade away
Above the vast field tracts,
A beast called Dog is sleeping, 
A bird called Sparrow is dozing. 
Fat-bottomed mermaids
Are flying up right into the sky,
With arms strong as clubs
And breasts round as turnips.
A witch has saddled a triangle
And is turning into smoke.
A dead man’s dancing cake-walk
With she-goblins, spruce as hell.
Way off, wizards in a pale chorus 
Are trying to catch a fly,
And the Moon’s motionless face 
Stands up above the hillside. 

The Zodiac signs fade away
Above the structures of the village,
A beast called Dog is sleeping,
A fish called Sole is dozing. 
The rattle’s going tap, tap, tap.
A beast called Spider is sleeping,
Cow’s sleeping, and Fly too.
The Moon is hanging above the Earth.
A big pan of topsy-turned 
Water’s hanging above the Earth.
Look, a goblin’s pulled a log 
Out of its shaggy beard.
A siren is stretching her pretty leg 
Out from behind a cloud,
A cannibal gnawed off a privy 
Part of a gentleman.
All are mixed in a common dance,
And are rushing in all directions:
Hamadryads and the Brits,
Witches, fleas, and dead men.

8.5577275
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His many recordings include performances of works of Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Mahler, Webern, Glinka,
Tchaikovsky, Scriabin, Stravinsky and Shostakovich, as well as the contemporary composers Gubaidulina, Part, Denisov,
Slonimsky, Silvestrov, Volkonsky and Xenakis. Timur Mynbaev is a remarkable composer. Among his works are the ballet
Fresco, two symphonies, an opera, and numerous symphonic, chamber and choral works. He is also the author of a number
of musicological publications and is a Professor of the Russian Academy of Music (the Gnesin Academy) in Moscow. 

Olga Solovieva

Olga Solovieva was born in Moscow. She graduated from the Gnesin Academy and took a post-graduate course in the same
Academy as an assistant to Professor Leonid Blok. In 1999 she was a prize-winner of the Second Taneyev Chamber Music
Competition. In 2000 she was awarded an Honour Certificate as a finalist of the XXth International Chamber Music
Competition in Trapani. At the XIIth International Tchaikovsky Competition (Moscow, 2002) she won a special prize and
was awarded the special diploma as Best Accompanist. Her début CD album with world première recordings of Boris
Tchaikovsky’s piano music was issued by Albany Records (USA) in 2005.

Anton Prischepa

Anton Prischepa was born in 1983 in Moscow. He started to study the clarinet at the age of eight at the Gnesin Music
School. At the same time he started to study composition with the composer Vladimir Dovgan, himself a pupil of Boris
Tchaikovsky. In 2001 he entered the Gnesin Academy in the clarinet class of Nikolay Volkov and in the composition class
of Professor Kyrill Volkov. He is the laureate of several young performers’ competitions, such as Classical Legacy
(Moscow, 1993), Classical Chamber Ensemble (Moscow, 1996), Siberian Musical Assemblies (Novosibirsk, 2002). He has
appeared as a soloist and in chamber music in Russia, Spain, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Japan.
As a composer, Prischepa is the author of chamber and vocal works that have been performed in Russia and in European
countries. He was the winner of the second and third young composers’ competitions “Crystal Tuning Fork”, and he took
first prize at the First International Scriabin Composer’s Competition.

Yana Ivanilova

Yana Ivanilova was born in Moscow. She received her Master’s level degree in voice at the Gnesin Academy as a pupil of
Valentina Levko, and her doctorate at the Moscow Conservatory under Nina Dorliak-Richter. She also studied with
Ingeborg Wamser in Vienna and with Marie Daveluy in Montreal, and performance practice with the conductor and vocal
coach Peter Berne in Austria. In 1998 she took the second prize at Schneider–Trnavsky International Vocal Competition.
She has appeared in world premières of two operas, Baltazaro Galuppi’s Re pastore in Italy and Sarti’s Eneo nel Lazio in
Russia. She performed major rôles as a soloist with the Moscow Municipal Theatre “New Opera”. In addition to her career
as an opera singer, she is an avid concert and recital artist. She has given performances at such venues as Victoria Hall in
Geneva and Westminster Cathedral in London, and toured with leading companies throughout Europe. She has sung under
such conductors as Kent Nagano, Evgeni Svetlanov, Vladimir Fedoseyev, Mikhail Pletnev, Richard Bonynge, Stuart
Bedford, Alexander Vedernikov, René Clemencic, Pavel Kogan, Vladimir Spivakov, Sergei Stadler, and Alexander Rudin.
She has made numerous recordings of solo programmes for radio stations as well as commercial recordings, including
Silvestrov’s Stufen with the pianist Alexei Lubimov, and Music at the Court of St Petersburg with the Orpharion Ensemble.
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Kandidat bylykh stoletiy,
Polkovodets novykh let,
Razum moy! Urodtsy eti –
Tol’ko vymysel i bred.
Tol’ko vymysel, mechtan’e,
Sonnoy mysli kolykhan’e,
Bezuteshnoe stradan’e, -
To, chego na svete net.

Vysoka zemli obitel’.
Pozdno, pozdno. Spat’ pora!
Razum, bednyy moy voitel’,
Ty zasnul by do utra.
Chto somnen’ya? Chto trevogi?
Den’ proshyol, i my s toboy –
Poluzveri, polubogi –
Zasypaem na poroge
Novoy zhizni molodoy.

Kolotushka tuk-tuk-tuk,
Spit zhivotnoe Pauk.
Spit Korova, Mukha spit,
Nad zemlyoy luna visit.
Nad zemlyoy bol’shaya ploshka
Oprokinutoy vody.
Spit rastenie Kartoshka.
Zasypay skorey i ty!

You graduate of ages gone,
You strategist of years coming, 
O my Mind! These poor freaks
Are but fiction, are just rave.
They are fiction, they are muse,
Jerking of my sleepy thought,
Disconsolate suffering,
Non-existent things, a nought.

The earth’s abode is tall and lofty.
Too late, too late. Time to bed!
Mind, O my poor warrior,
You’d better nap till the morning.
What is doubt? And what is worry?
The day’s gone, and you and me,
Half-beasts and half-gods, 
Are falling asleep at the verge 
Of young, new life. 

The rattle’s going tap, tap, tap,
A beast called Spider is asleep,
Cow’s asleep, and Fly is, too.
The Moon is hanging above the Earth.
A big pan of topsy-turned 
Water’s hanging above the Earth.
A plant called Potato’s sleeping.
Come, let you sleep too!

Texts and translations are reproduced 
by permission of The Boris Tchaikovsky Society

These recordings were organised by The Boris Tchaikovsky Society (Russia) and made possible through:

• Generous support from Haden Freeman Ltd, UK 
• A grant from The Russian Performing Arts Foundation (“Fond Russkoe Ispolnitelskoe Iskusstvo”)

• Donations, including private donations from the Influenza Branch, 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Atlanta, GA, USA);

The Boris Tchaikovsky Society acknowledges with thanks Nigel Hirst (Manchester), 
Kyrill Ershov (Saratov), Yuri Serov (St.Petersburg), the Tchaikovsky Grand Symphony Orchestra

(Moscow), and the Society’s members in Switzerland and Russia for their kind support and assistance. 
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soprano’s haunting cadence invariably falls on the pitch
G#, giving the sense each time of returning to an
enduring and eternal truth. The verses of the next song,
Far Out, by Blok, contemplate the “far out, up there”
sounds of the living as one would imagine hearing them
from beneath the coffin-lid, which is ironically
described as “our safeguard against the tortures of
loving and living”. The melody rocks back and forth
between several intervals with richly detailed major-
minor inflections in the accompaniment, embracing the
bittersweet ambiguities of Blok’s verse. Tsvetaeva’s
Cross of Four Roads forms the expressive nucleus of
the cantata as the poet, with deep pathos, ponders her
own demise. The vocal line begins delicately and builds
to an intense passage of penetrating beauty. Note the
extraordinary finesse on the part of the strings whose
broken phrases alternate between pizzicato and arco in

the first two verses; and which then throb back and forth
between groups of three and five in the passionate next-
to-last verse that exhorts “You wild grass from pate to
toe/ Cover me.” The final poem, Signs of the Zodiac,
presents a vision of time’s endless cycle and, within it,
life’s brief passing. Tchaikovsky captures the fairytale-
like quality of these classic Zabolotsky lines with a
main theme of disarming simplicity based on the notes
of the G major triad. But there is a dark side to these
verses that Tchaikovsky also acknowledges, however
obliquely. The music at one point takes a brief detour
into G minor, and in the last two verses, it slows down
to a sobering, sinister, pace, casting an enigmatic spell
as the cantata concludes with a foreboding invitation to
all: Come, let you sleep, too! 

Louis Blois

The Boris Tchaikovsky Society, a public non-profit organization, was founded in Moscow
in late 2002 and registered in 2003. Among the founders and members of the Society are
composers, including pupils of Boris Tchaikovsky’s, musicologists and musical enthusiasts.
The composer’s widow, Yanina-Irena Iossifovna Moshinskaya, is also the founder of the
Society. The honorary members of the Society include Rudolf Barshai, Victor Pikaizen,
Vladimir Fedoseyev, Edward Serov, and Karen Khachaturian. The Society is open to foreign
members and boasts a number of members from Brazil, France, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Switzerland, the U.S.A., and Great Britain. Among the Society’s goals are the study of
Tchaikovsky’s legacy, the dissemination of his music and the support of events connected
with his music. The Society has assisted in issues of several CDs on different labels,
including world première recordings, and in the preparation of a Chamber Music Festival
devoted to the music of Boris Tchaikovsky (the first in the world) in De Rode Pomp Hall,
Ghent (Belgium, 2004), the performance of his Cello Concerto in Paris (2004), and other
events. The Society welcomes everyone who admires the music of this great Russian
composer. It will be delighted to answer any inquiries and to send scores. www.bt_ms.da.ru

Timur Mynbaev

Timur Karimovich Mynbaev has been the principal conductor and artistic director of the Russian Academy of
Music Chamber Orchestra since 2000, and the principal conductor of the Russian Academy of Music Symphony
Orchestra since 1997. He was born in 1943, and graduated from the Leningrad Conservatory. He triumphed in the
1976 USSR Conductors’ Competition and in 1990 in the International Conductors’ Competition, and has been
declared an Honoured Artist of Kazakhstan. He has conducted at the Bolshoy and Kirov (Marïinsky) Theatres, and
has performed with many orchestras, including the USSR State Symphony Orchestra, Moscow Radio Symphony,
Volgograd Symphony, Moscow Philharmonic, and Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Riga and Vilnius
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climax all the ideas – galumphing theme, undulating
theme, tattoo, perfect fourth – rally together in a
texturally transparent, splendid moment of synthesis.
The fourth movement, an exuberant rondo, is built from
three themes of vividly contrasting rhythms: a skipping
theme heard at the outset on French horn, then piano; a
syncopated theme introduced and most often heard on
French horn; and chasing immediately after it and at
times overlapping it, another piano-dominated theme
that pays playful homage to Baroque polyphony. The
skipping theme and the ‘Baroque’ theme each receive
extended pianistic treatment in their subsequent
reappearances in the movement. The first theme is at
times reduced to pure skeletal rhythm – in one passage,
to a set of lively exchanges between snare drum and bass
drum. The fifth and final movement is based on a short
idea with a limping gait that is taken through its paces
with a wealth of lyrical possibilities. Like the opening
movement, its “monorhythmic” construction offers yet
another example of Tchaikovsky’s remarkable ability to
take the simplest rhythmic formula and from it build a
dramatic arc of rich and ingratiating emotion. 

Cast in three movements, the modest proportions of
Tchaikovsky’s Clarinet Concerto not only cover
colourful ground but offer plenty of virtuosic opportunity
for the soloist. Its melodic style, light scoring (for solo
clarinet, strings, three trumpets and timpani) and the
symmetries imposed by its sectional repeats establish its
affinities with eighteenth-century Baroque and Classical
models. From the opening bars of the Moderato the
clarinet sings straight from the heart. Its graceful melody
floats above a relaxed pattern of quarter notes (crotchets)
in the strings in steadily measured triple time. In the
short second movement, Vivace, melodic boundaries are
again shunned as the clarinet alternates with the strings
in weaving a rousing wall-to-wall ribbon of sixteenth
notes (semiquavers) with syncopated accompaniment.
This leads to the final Allegro whose main theme,
introduced by the clarinet, is built out of leaping intervals
(rising and falling thirds, descending sixths and
sevenths) that contrast with the scalewise material that
surrounds it. The improvisatory interplay of these ideas
gives this final rondo a rather jazzy character. 

Perhaps the most important vocal work by
Tchaikovsky is the cantata Signs of the Zodiac. Scored
for solo soprano, strings and harpsichord, it is a deeply
expressive setting that finds Tchaikovsky at the height
of his lyrical powers. The work takes one verse each
from four poets who collectively span two centuries of
Russian literature. The poems embrace the common
themes of human mortality, eternity, and regeneration
and represent a wide variety of literary styles and frames
of reference. They take us from the lyric, philosophical
verses of Fyodor Tyutchev (1803 - 1873), to those of the
Symbolist Alexander Blok (1880-1921) to the more
modern styles of Marina Tsvetaeva (1892-1941) and
most recently, Nikolay Zabolotsky (1903-1958). The
order of the verses in the cantata preserves this historical
time line. In doing so, a link of human experience
through the ages is established, as is a sense of timeless
continuity of past, present and future, rather like the
constellations of stars in the zodiac itself.

The instrumental Prelude that opens the work draws
upon all the musical material that will appear in the
following songs. The ideas flow into each other,
fantasia-like, in the same order as they will appear in the
four settings, an arrangement that sustains the cantata’s
overall organization of themes and emotional states.
When the ideas do reappear in the songs it also
reinforces the cyclic timelessness of the cantata’s
subject matter. The Prelude displays string writing of
spare texture and extraordinary finesse. Ruminative yet
full of expressive energy, its moment-by-moment
reactivity and rhythmic resilience anticipate the
elaborate word-painting that will follow in the songs.
The beautifully inspired lyricism in the vocal line that
follows, the scrupulously detailed accompaniment, and
not least the sheer economy of means, are surely the
traits of a masterpiece. 

The first setting features Tyutchev’s poem Silence,
which describes with heart-rending imagery the
inescapable silence that dwells within the human soul.
The vocal line is dark and strongly expressive, rising
and falling stepwise toward potent cadences at the end
of the poem’s three stanzas. The word ‘molchi’ (silence)
returns as the final word of each stanza, and with it, the
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Widely respected in Russia and praised by figures such
as Shostakovich and Mstislav Rostropovich, Boris
Tchaikovsky amassed a formidable body of works,
including four symphonies, four instrumental concertos,
six string quartets, a variety of chamber and orchestral
music for various ensembles, piano and vocal music,
and an abundance of music for the cinema. 

Tchaikovsky received his musical training at the
Moscow Conservatory in the years following World
War II. He received his diploma in 1949, having studied
with the leading instrumental composers of the time,
Shostakovich, Nikolay Myaskovsky, and Vissarion
Shebalin, bravely refusing to take part in the official
condemnation of the much-abused Shostakovich.
Tchaikovsky’s works from the 1940s and 1950s already
display a pronounced gift for melody; his earliest
compositions reflect an individual style. 

The cultural thaw of the 1960s opened many doors
for Soviet composers in an emerging freer creative
environment. While some composers were drawn to
avant-garde trends developed in the West, Tchaikovsky,
quite independently, began to explore a bolder musical
language of his own. Yet the lyricism that lies at the
base of his musical thinking was undergoing profound
metamorphosis. A fresh approach to composition was
evolving whereby thematic development takes place as
a kind of “mosaic” of accentuated, declamatory
utterances. The striking rigidity of these utterances, a
Tchaikovsky hallmark, and their strong rhythmic
characteristics are related to similar aspects found in
Russian folk-music. They somehow impart to his music
a distinctly Russian sound while completely avoiding
any traces of an overt folk influence. A corresponding
increase in the level of dissonance and the use of bolder
orchestral colours are also to be noted. What in fact
Tchaikovsky had created was a highly personal,
thoroughly up-to-date musical language capable, as will
be apparent, of an astonishingly wide range of
expression. Tchaikovsky’s new style opened up a world
of formal exploration and expressivity, mostly in the

realm of abstract instrumental music. Technical
challenges of one sort or another fascinated him and led
to an ever-fresh source of inspiration. The works on the
present disc offer a varied cross-section of his work. 

In the Piano Concerto rhythm is used as the
springboard from which all musical ideas and their
manner of development derive. In the outer movements,
rhythm also forms the principal structuring device. Each
of the concerto’s ideas or ‘rhythmotifs’ derives its
identity from one or more, often short, strongly accented
patterns. These ideas are treated lyrically and not
without a significant bravura element that displays
Tchaikovsky’s mastery of the instrument. The first
movement is a lively toccata that is dominated by a
single, monolithic rhythmic idea: a tenacious ostinato of
throbbing eighth notes (quavers), grouped eight to a bar,
that are hammered out incessantly. In contrast, the
second movement is both tender and sublime. The
husky tones of the solo double bass introduce a gently
swaying idea that provides a foil for the main theme
stated on the piano. The movement is cast in ABAB
form where the B sections feature a theme based on an
inverted version of the mordent figure found in the A
sections. The music returns to the soft strains of the
initial ‘A’ material, but now the piano line is ever so
sweetly adorned by the violins, which sing in the
uppermost registers the theme originally given to the
solo double bass. A momentary pause marks the return
of the inverted theme (the final B section) where the
piano, in spare single-notes, continues to render the
exquisitely sensitive lyricism as it climbs to higher and
higher registers, eventually vanishing magically off the
upper end of the keyboard. In the third movement
Tchaikovsky delivers a compact sonata form in a
framework of uniformly paced accents. The first theme
is presented at the outset in a lively galumphing rhythm
on the piano. The second theme, pensively undulating in
a stepwise fashion, is heard on piano and strings and is
adorned by rapid oscillations of a perfect fourth,
punctuated by a two-note tattoo on the bass drum. At the

Boris Tchaikovsky (1925-1996)
Piano Concerto • Clarinet Concerto • Signs of the Zodiac
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Widely respected in Russia and praised by figures such as Shostakovich and Rostropovich, Boris
Tchaikovsky amassed a formidable body of works, including four symphonies, four instrumental
concertos, and an abundance of music for the cinema. At a time when other Russian composers
were drawn to avant-garde trends in the West, Tchaikovsky began to explore a bolder musical
language of his own, capable of an astonishingly wide range of expression. The works on this disc
offer a varied cross-section of his repertoire, from the robust rhythms of his Piano Concerto to his
most important vocal work, the cantata Signs of the Zodiac. DDD
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